EDITORIAL THEME: LEADERSHIP STYLES/DIVERSIFYING THE TALENT PIPELINE
JUNE 2022

Advertise in the publication that superintendents look to for wisdom, practical advice and insight.

YOU can gain facetime with our 20,000 superintendents and district-level leaders when you advertise monthly (42K with pass along readership).

* 89% of School Administrator readers are involved in district purchases

* 92% of school district decisions/purchased take place in district offices, led by superintendents

E-mail Kathy Sveen. Ask about our opportunities. I can help! Magazine, website, video, and banner ads, e-blast, e-newsletter, sponsored content & cover pages and much more!

See the timely editorial that will be widely read and shared.

Features include:

➢ Creating a Positive Mindset in Challenging Times
   A psychologist whose research on happiness is captured in his book The Happiness Advantage delivers interesting truths about the power of a positive mindset and deep social connections.

➢ Cracking the Leadership Style Code
   An executive coach advises leaders to consider how their leadership styles affect are affecting their relationships with others. Special advice to bolster leadership presence with small changes.

➢ Committing to Male Teachers of Color
   A superintendent had his own ‘exodus moment’ on inequity, then pushed his district to develop a defined pathway for diversifying the teaching ranks.

➢ Pipeline to Entry: Navigating a New Superintendency
   A superintendent resident and former chief academic officer describes his personal transition from the classroom to the superintendency.

➢ An Unexpected Journey
   A courageous superintendent reflects on his career and offers thoughtful advice based on his experience and his commitment to put children’s needs first.

Ad Reservation Deadline: April 8 (Or e-mail Kathy for last-minute opportunities.)